Training Session of the
EGY Landscape Project
Nature and Land

31 October
Institut Francais d'Égypte
30 Nabi Daniel Street
Alexandria, Egypt
EGYLandscape Project
Land and Landscapes in Mamluk and Ottoman Egypt, 13th-18th Centuries

The EGYLandscape Project is a three-year, ANR-DFG funded research project that aims to explore the historical landscapes, agriculture, nature, and climate of Egypt throughout the Mamluk and Ottoman periods. A first-of-its-kind program, the team is comprised of leading and upcoming scholars in a diverse array of specialties including archaeology, history, and environmental studies. The EGYLandscape Project is committed to developing new resources for the wider academic community including GIS and other data types. A mapping project, “Survey of Medieval Egypt”, is underway.

Project Leaders:
Albrecht Fuess (University of Marburg): albrecht.fuess@staff.uni-marburg.de
Nicolas Michel (Aix-Marseille University): nicolas.michel24@wanadoo.fr

Project Coordinators:
Anthony Quickel (University of Marburg): quickel@staff.uni-marburg.de
Muhammad Shaaban (University of Marburg): shaabanm@staff.uni-marburg.de

https://www.egylandscape.org
https://twitter.com/egylandscape
https://www.facebook.com/EGYLandscapeProject/
31 October 2021
Training Session

9:15  Coffee and Registration

09:30  Welcome and Project Overview
Albrecht Fuess (University of Marburg)
Nicolas Michel (Aix-Marseille University)

10:00  Training Session I: Geography & History: Exploring Middle Egypt Through a Variety of Sources
Magdi Guirguis (Kafr al-Shaykh University)
Nicolas Michel (Aix-Marseille University)

12:30  Lunch

13:30  Training Session II: Maps as Tools for Studying the Western Delta
Ghislaine Alleaume (Aix-Marseille University)

15:00  Coffee

15:30  Training Session III: Surveying and Mapping: Lake Mareotis with the Centre d'études Alexandrines
Ismaël Awad (CEAlex)
Valérie Pichot (CEAlex)
Aude Simony (CeAlex)

17:00  Closing Remarks
Nicolas Michel (Aix-Marseille University)
Anthony Quickel (University of Marburg)